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Abstract

ACTIVATION OF MATTER

Radiation protection studies had been performed to
evaluate the radiological risks for personnel during future
maintenance and repair work of the LHC accelerator. For
various future LHC beam scenarios the induced
radioactivity in accelerator components and their
surroundings had been calculated and the associated
ambient dose equivalent rates determined. The results had
then been compared to the present radiological situation
in the LHC. An ALARA conform prioritising of the LHC
consolidation work is concluded.

The operation of accelerators results in beam losses,
intentional and unintentional ones. As a consequence the
“lost” beam particle interacts with a stable nucleus of the
surrounding matter (air, rest gas, collimators, absorbers,
targets, etc.) inducing a so-called spallation reaction. The
primary particle (E > some few 100 MeV) transfers
energy to the target nucleus which subsequently
disintegrates with the emission of light nuclei as well as
neutrons and protons. The final reaction product is of
lower mass than the target nucleus, has an increased
probability to be neutron deficient and is often instable
and as such radioactive. The secondary particles produced
during this reaction are of sufficient energy to undergo
further spallation reactions. Fragmentation belongs to the
same category of high energetic nuclear reactions and
results in the production of very light nuclei like Tritium.
Neutron capture like 59Co(n,γ)60Co represents another
production channel, however it is only of major concern
in fields dominated by low energy neutrons. The inverse
reaction (γ,n) has a very low cross section and is not of
major importance for a hadron accelerator.

INTRODUCTION
On the 10th of September 2008 a proton beam had been
steered around the full 27 kilometres of the LHC
accelerator for the first time. On the 19th of September
2008 the operation of LHC with beam had been stopped
due to a technical problem occurring during hardware
commissioning of the accelerator. Since then no further
beam operation has taken place. During the ten days of
initial commissioning only pilot beams of 450 GeV had
been used, the total number of protons injected into the
LHC summing up to some few 1013. Both, the beam
energy and the total number of protons used during the
first days of commissioning had been orders of magnitude
lower than the beam parameters foreseen for nominal
LHC operation. Consequently, the radioactivity produced
in the LHC and thus, the resulting ambient dose
equivalent rates are low in comparison to future LHC
operation.

A wide range of radioactive nuclides is produced at a
high energy accelerator, most of them neutron deficient
and with an atomic mass number less than 70. The
radioactive nuclides induced in accelerator components
and their surroundings decay mainly by emitting β+, βparticles and photons. These decay products compose the
ionising radiation fields workers will be exposed to
during maintenance and repair. The radiological risk for a
worker due to external exposure is assessed by measuring
the operational quantity of ambient dose equivalent. In
case of destructive work the risk of internal exposure is
assessed by calculating the internal effective dose for 50
subsequent years following the potential intake of the
radioactive nuclides. Obviously, the preventive
assessments of the radiological risk for workers for all
future stages of LHC operation represents the best means
to avoid undue dose to personnel. Therefore, CERN’s
radiation protection group performs theoretical radiation
protection studies, using state of the art Monte Carlo
simulation codes (FLUKA [1,2,3]) and applying the
following technique: In a first pure hadronic FLUKA
simulation, the production of radioactive nuclides, the
build-up and decay is calculated (taking into account
radioactive daughter isotopes) assuming a certain
irradiation pattern and different cooling times. In a second
FLUKA simulation the information on the produced

After the stop of commissioning on the 19th of
September, Radiation Protection classified the entire LHC
tunnel as a “Supervised Radiation Area”. Since then
works in the tunnel need to be compliant with all
radiation protection requirements applicable to such a
radiation area. As soon as the LHC beam operation will
be resumed the induced radioactivity will increase and
hence, the associated risk for workers due to the external
and internal exposure to ionising radiation.
This paper summarizes the radiation protection studies
that have been performed for various LHC operation
scenarios. Based on these studies a roadmap for repair
and maintenance during LHC consolidation will be given
– taking into account radiation protection considerations
only.
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• The combination of precise information on beam
losses from Operations Group (BE) and Monte Carlo
simulations (Radiation Protection) facilitates the
radiological classification of material.
• A large amount of material can be declared as nonradioactive after Radiation Protection control. Hence:
o simplified repair procedures and repair techniques
inside the tunnel can be authorized by Radiation
Protection,
o repair in ordinary workshops is possible
o material can be sent for repair or modifications to
any company

radioactive nuclides is taken from the previous step with
decay photons, electrons and positrons now being
generated. The decay products are assumed to be emitted
isotropically, with their energies being sampled according
to their corresponding occurrence and/or energy spectra.
Ambient dose equivalent rate is now scored either at any
point of interest or in a three dimensional mesh covering
the entire geometry. For a more detailed description of the
methods as well as performed benchmark experiments see
Refs. [4,5,6,7].

RADIOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF
LHC AFTER 19TH SEPTEMBER 2008

LHC after resuming operation

In total some few 1013 protons of 450 GeV had been
injected into LHC during the 10 days of commissioning in
2008. After the stop on 19 September 2008 radiation
protection performed a risk assessment campaign of
workplaces in the LHC by ambient dose equivalent rate
measurements, contamination controls and determination
of specific activities in accelerator components, cooling
water, etc. The results of this campaign allowed for the
classification of the LHC tunnel as a Supervised
Radiation Area, ambient dose equivalent rates exceeding
background were limited to some few items only,
comprising the TDIs in Point 2 and 8, the collimators and
absorbers in Points 1, 3, 5 and 7. The ambient dose
equivalent rates close to these items did not exceed 10
μSv/h. The classification of the LHC tunnel as Supervised
Radiation Area implies adherence to the following rules:

Radiation Protection performed studies to estimate the
radiological consequences to personnel in case repair
work would be done after LHC beam operation has
resumed. The current scenarios for LHC beam operation
foreseen by BE-OP until the 20th of December 2009 can
be found in Ref. [8]. The radiation protection studies had
been performed for the following scenarios:
• Arc magnets:
o Single bunch losses of 2.82 x 109 protons/bunch,
450 GeV and 7 TeV
o Beam gas interactions for nominal operations
(2.4 x 104 protons/m/s for both beams at 7 TeV
for 180 days of operation)
• Inner triplets:
o Particle cascade from pp collisions: 1 month
operation at 1032/cm2/s.

• Only radiation workers are allowed to access the LHC
tunnel
• Any destructive work like machining or grinding on
beam line components has to be announced to
Radiation Protection, work procedures to be discussed
with and approved by Radiation Protection prior to the
start of the work.
• All material that had been inside the tunnel during
beam operation and that is supposed to leave the LHC
imperatively needs to be controlled by Radiation
Protection.

All results of the RP studies can be scaled with beam
energy, intensity and luminosity.

Loss of a single bunch in an arc magnet
The loss of one single bunch (2.82x109 protons) of 450
GeV will be already sufficient to activate the arc magnet
at a level that ambient dose equivalent rates will be
measurable – even after one month of cooling. The
ambient dose equivalent rate scales linearly with the
number of protons lost and roughly to the power of 0.8
for the beam energy E. For the same number of protons
the dose rates differ by a factor of 6.8 for beam energies
of 450 GeV and 5 TeV. After one month of cooling the
ambient dose equivalent rates inside an arc magnet are
expected to be 150 nSv/h for a lost pulse at 450 GeV and
about 700 nSv/h for a lost pulse at 5 TeV.

The risk of contamination for any non-destructive work
can be excluded.
Although the LHC is classified as a radiation area, any
repair or maintenance that can be done prior to start-up
will profit from the still very favourable radiological
situation:
• The dose to personnel is negligible
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2.82 E9, 450 GeV, tcool = 1 hour

2.82 E9, 7 TeV, tcool = 1 hour

2.82 E9, 7 TeV, tcool = 1 day

2.82 E9, 450 GeV, tcool = 1 day

Figure 1: Ambient dose equivalent rates assuuming the loss of one single bunch (2.82 x 109 protons) at 450 GeV and at
7 TeV in an arc magnet. The Monte Carlo sim
mulations are performed for various cooling times.
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Figure 2: Specific activity induced by one sinngle bunch lost in an arc magnet (450 GeV and 7 TeV)

factor 9

radioactive
Figure 3: Decrease of induced activity in an arc magnet as function of cooling time after the loss of
o one single bunch
(450 GeV and 7 TeV)
The specific activity produced inside an arc magnet after
the loss of a single bunch of 2.82 x 109 prrotons at 450
GeV and 7 TeV is given in Figures 2 and 3. Even in case
a bunch is lost at 450 GeV, the inner part oof the magnet
has to be considered as radioactive – at least in the
beginning of the cooling period. The induuced specific
activity will increase by a factor of nine in caase a bunch is
lost at 7 TeV.

arc magnets. The ambient dose equivaalent rate inside the
magnet, close to the beam lines will reach up to 100
μSv/h after 1 day of cooling and deccrease to about 10
μSv/h after four months of cooling. The ambient dose
equivalent rates in the aisle will decreaase from some few
μSv/h after 1 day of cooling to aboutt 100 nSv/h after 4
months of cooling.

Beam Gas Interactions in an arc magnnet
Radiation Protection performed Moonte Carlo
simulations to estimate the radiological imppact of Beam
Gas Interactions inside the arc magnets. According to the
simulations the beam gas interactions duringg the first 10
days in 2008 of commissioning did nott cause any
radiological consequence. The ambient dosse equivalent
rate inside the magnet close to the beam linnes had been
estimated to be less than 10-5 μSv/h on conntact and the
induced radioactivity had been estimated to bbe about 10-5
to 10-4 below legal limits. These theoretical ffindings have
been confirmed by measurements. Under nnominal LHC
beam conditions beam gas interactions willl activate the
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Figure 4: Results of Monte Carlo simulationn (FLUKA) for beam gas interaction during LHC comm
missioning in 2008.
The resulting radiological consequences are negligible.

1 day

1 week

1 month

4 months

~10 uSv/h
h

~20 uSv/h
Aisle: ~100 nSv/h

Aisle: ~200 nSv/h

Figure 5: Monte Carlo simulations for beam ggas interactions inside the arc magnets under nominal coonditions, assuming
2.4 x 104 protons/m/s per beam at 7 TeV and 180 days of operation. The contribution of both
b
beams is taken
into account.
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Figure 6: Monte Carlo simulations (FLUKA) of ambient dose equivalent rates in μSv/h at the Inner Triplets of Point 1
and Point 5 – assuming one month of operation at a luminosity of 1032/cm2/s and various cooling times (1
week, 1 month, 6 months) [9].

Inner Triplet and pp-Collisions
EN-STI performed Monte Carlo simulations to estimate
the ambient dose equivalent rates at the Inner Triplets of
Point 1 and Point 5 – assuming 1 month of LHC operation
with a luminosity of 1032/cm2/s [9]. The expected ambient
dose equivalent rates at the surface of the cryostat are 10
μSv/h after 1 week of cooling and decrease to 1 μSv/h
after 6 months of cooling. Inside the magnet, close to the
beam line the dose rates will decrease from maximal
about 1 mSv/h (1 week of cooling) to about 10 μSv/h (6
months of cooling). The material has to be considered as
radioactive.

Roadmap for repair and maintenance
Based on the results of the Monte Carlo studies
Radiation Protection strongly recommends to perform all
maintenance, repair and modifications of the Inner
Triplets, the collimator regions, TAS and TAN regions
before the start-up of the LHC.
The arc magnets will become slightly radioactive, the
ambient dose equivalent rates will be in the order of a few
μSv/h inside and some few 100 nSv/h outside the
cryostat. The radiological risk involved in repair and
maintenance is tolerable from a radiation protection point
of view. However, procedures and tooling need to be
qualified for work performed on radioactive items. Any

repair outside the LHC tunnel has to be conducted in
radioactive workshops.

CONCLUSIONS
Performing repair and maintenance prior to the start-up
of LHC has advantages like negligible dose to personnel,
most of the equipment can be declared as non-radioactive
after control by Radiation Protection and be repaired in
ordinary workshops or sent to any company. In addition,
the waste zoning is waived until the restart of the
machine.
After the start-up of the machine the constraints due to
radiation protection will become severe. All maintenance
and repair work needs to be optimised from a radiation
protection point of view. Special procedures including the
use of special tooling need to be respected, workshops
need to comply with the requirements applicable in case
of manipulating radioactive items, radioactive equipment
can only be sent to a few, specialised companies and the
waste zoning will be applicable.
In addition, the development of one specific read-out
tool for various radiation monitoring systems (Beam Loss
Monitors, RADMON and RAMSES) would increase the
efficiency of operational radiation protection: the
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information obtained by radiation monitoring on beam
losses, in combination with Monte Carlo calculations and
screening measurements would allow for a simplified
approach to the radiological classification of material by
Radiation Protection.
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